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FROM THE "THEORY OF THE TWO QALAMS" TO THE
"SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF PAINTING": THEORY, TERMINOLOGY,

AND PRACTICE IN PERSIAN CLASSICAL PAINTING

Sura 68 of the Koran begins with the phrase, "Nfin
wa'l-qalam wa mayasturin .. ." (Nin. By the pen and
by what they inscribe ... ). This enigmatic sentence,
in which the angels seem to dip their pen in the ink-
well of the niin,l as well as later interpretations (tafsTr)
and traditions (hadith), greatly contributed to the kind
of divine homage given to Islamic calligraphers. 2 Paint-
ers did not benefit from such grace, however, as we
know from later religious texts like the hadith, in
which opposition to painting was even more open. 3

It is amazing, therefore, to see the efforts Persian
painters (and poets!) made to link these two forms
of expression. The efforts are particularly exempli-
fied in the arts of the book that were so magnificent-
ly practiced in Iran during the period termed "clas-
sical."4

These attempts to link calligraphy and painting have
a long history, and their evolution-in illuminated
manuscripts as well as in literary production-can be
followed through various stages. The Iranian world
has a well-established tradition of images that goes
back to antiquity; an example of the coexistence of
text and image in this area can be traced as far back
as Achaemenian times, with the inscription of Dari-
us the Great in Bisutun (sixth century B.C.). The struc-
tural relation between text and image became increas-
ingly intricate in illustrated manuscripts, at least from
the middle of the fourteenth century onwards. These
links can be observed, among other things, through
the composition and layout of the paintings, which
were achieved with the help of calligraphic ruling
(the mastar). These relations seem to be expressed
in some Persian poetical texts. It would be interest-
ing to know if this relationship between calligraphy
and painting found during the classical period of Per-
sian painting had some theoretical basis, and, if it
did, whether we have any chance of discovering what

it was. Two "theories"-one, the so-called theory of
the two qalams and the other known as the "seven
principles of painting"-can throw some light on the
subject. Although probably drawing on an earlier lit-
erary tradition, both of these theories appeared in
Safavid Iran, and both represented an attempt to link
painting to calligraphy in order to give the former
some sort of legitimacy in Islamic art.

Some introductory remarks on the Persian litera-
ture on art are first necessary to provide a general
framework in which these theories appeared and a
glimpse of the place the artist occupied in that liter-
ature. Although some of these texts have been trans-
lated into Western languages, others have not and
therefore remain out of the reach of the majority of
scholars. One of the first Persian texts to be translat-
ed was Qadi Ahmad's Gulistdn-i hunar.5 This biograph-
ical account of calligraphers and painters was writ-
ten between 1596 and 1606 and can be considered
fundamental to the history of the arts of Safavid times.
As the great Iranian scholar M. T. Danish-Pazhuh has
shown, however, some parts of Qadi Ahmad's text
were in fact taken from the works of 'Abdi Beg Shirazi.6

Among these borrowings, one passage in particular
led specialists to what has been called the "theory of
the two qalams."? This theory will therefore be ana-
lyzed in the light of 'Abdi Beg Shirazi's original poem,
the Ayin-i Iskandart (The Rules of Alexander, ca.
1543),8 which has never been translated, and the works
of his followers.

The study of such a theory-even if the term is
certainly exaggerated-can throw some light on the
relations which existed between calligraphy and paint-
ing. From the formal relation between text and im-
age, we can then move on to a more intellectual cor-
respondence between form and meaning, with the
help of Sadiq Beg Afshar's Qanf2n al-suvar (Canon of
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Forms, 1597). 9 Some technical aspects will also be
discussed through the study of the Haft asl-i naqqshZ,
or "seven principles of painting," and related termi-
nology. These seven principles appear in a number
of texts on the arts, such as Sadiqi's Canon, Qutb al-
Din Qissakhvan's preface to a lost album, and Qadi
Ahmad's Gulistan-i hunar. We will conclude with the
relevance of these theories to the poetic and rhetor-
ical genre and how they fit into the total Persian
aesthetic system. The historical circumstances which
made the formulation of these theories possible will
also be considered. Finally we will show that 'Abdi
Beg's poems are not be taken as recipe books: they
do not explain the practical aspects of painting, nor
do they consider the personality and free will of the
painter.

THEORIES ON THE ARTS AND PERSIAN
KUNSTLITERA TUR

Literature on the arts and aesthetics-both the theory
and practice of the arts and the rules of the various
aesthetic movements that have taken place from
antiquity to modern times-were always important in
Europe,' ° but Persian literature has never offered
much on these subjects." One would expect to find
some rules defining what is beautiful and harmonious,
or at least some criteria by which a finished work of
art may be judged. These might include the correct
proportions, not only of the human body-which is
certainly not a main concern in Islamic art-but also,
let us say, of the page of a manuscript or the facade
of a building. Was there something like the Western
"Golden Section" ((p) that could have been known and
used by Iranian artists 2 and applied to any medium
of art, including architecture and painting? The use
of a form, of course, does not guarantee knowledge
of the mathematical laws that lie behind it.

Was the Persian painter free to paint whatever he
chose? In addition to choosing the illustrative program
for an epic-a decision probably made by the head
of the library (often the master calligrapher) in con-
sultation with the patron3-innumerable decisions
were made by the artist that ultimately gave the paint-
ing its visual form and aspect. But what constraints
were placed on the painter? Were they recorded any-
where?

That the Muslim artist does not have a Promethean
dimension does not need to be proved here. However,
Persian sources, poetic as well as biographical, often

compare the painter to the Creator (comparable to
the European Deus pictor); they refer to his creations
in superlatives and rarely disparage him. In the ab-
sence of a divine origin of painting, Safavid authors
seem to have adopted a mythology of the Persian
painter that begins with Adam, continues with Mani,
and includes even 'Ali ibn Abi Talib. Such is the case
with Dust Muhammad in his preface to Bahram Mirza's
album (1544-45).'4 Other authors such as 'Abdi Beg
Shirazi and his followers, Qutb al-Din Qissakhvan
(preface to a lost album perhaps dedicated to Shah
Tasmasp dated 1556-57),' 5 and Qadi Ahmad in the
Gulistan-i hunar (written between 1596 and 1606) also
used mythological characters. This mythology was not
entirely new; it had appeared in Persian literature since
at least the time of Nizami.16

An interesting exception in this apologetic litera-
ture is the work of Mirza Muhammad Haydar Dughlat,
who appears to be almost the only author to write any-
thing on harmony-or rather its absence-in paint-
ing. Of Qasim 'Ali, for instance, he writes, "asl-i tarh-
i fi b-andamtar ast" (the composition of his drawings
is more unharmonious [than those of Bihzad]). 7

Mirza Haydar also makes the interesting point that
"any expert connoisseur can recognize" lack of har-
mony, implying that connoisseurs understood what
constitutes harmony. This concept of harmony remains
undefined, however: does it concern only proportions
and measurements, or are there other visual compo-
nents to be considered, such as color and rhythm. Does
tacit understanding answer any written rule? Indeed,
the only field in the Islamic visual arts in which theo-
retical or normative literature seems to exist is callig-
raphy. Thus we have, on the one hand, calligraphy,
the Islamic art par excellence, of divine origin, and, on
the other hand, painting, which existed well before
Islam, but for which no written rules or religious pa-
tronage existed. Therefore, in a period-the first half
of the sixteenth century-during which painting, and
especially book illustration, has reached a real climax,
it is not surprising to find the poet trying to discover
a link between calligraphy and painting.

THE "THEORY OF THE TWO QALAMS"

One of the most significant texts used in the artistic
literature of Safavid times is 'Abdi Beg Shirazi's Ayin-
i Iskandart (The Rules of Alexander, ca. 1543). The
chapter on the "Excellence of Art"'8 is a morceau de
bravoure in artistic literature, since it describes the
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peaks of glory achieved during the reign of Shah
Tahmasp. The author even states (at least in one of
its copies) that the shah himself was an excellent
painter, and we have some examples of his work in
Bahram Mirza's album.'9 Among the works of 'Abdi
Beg, descriptions of paintings are important;2 0 they
can well be compared to the Greek ekphrasis as prac-
ticed by Philostratos in his Eikones.

The chapter on the "Excellence of Art" was quoted
by later Safavid authors, such as Qutb al-Din Qissakh-
van and Qadi Ahmad, in his Gulistdn-i hunar, although
its author's name is not mentioned. The quotation by
Qadi Ahmad is not complete, and several verses from
'Abdi Beg's chapter are scattered in other sections of
the Gulistan-i hunar. The main part appears in the in-
troduction to the first section:

O key of talent, for which Reason has become a banner!
What is this key [of art] ? The tip of the qalam.
The qalam is an artist and a painter
God created two kinds of qalam:
The one, ravishing the soul, is from a plant
And has become the sugar cane for the scribe;
The other kind of qalam is from the animal,
And it has acquired its scattering of pearls from the

fountain of life.
O painter of pictures that would have enticed Mani!
Thanks to you, the days of talent have been adorned.2 1

This is the passage that led to the invention of the
"theory of the two qalams."2 2 The "key to art" would
be the tip of the qalam. According to Adle, the dia-
critical dot could give the unity of a modular construc-
tion that would link the act of painting to that of cal-
ligraphy. However, one must keep in mind that 'Abdi
Beg's poem cannot be considered normative, no more,
at least, than Nizami's Khusraw and Shzrzn. I do not
think that 'Abdi Beg Shirazi's poems can be compared
with theoretical treatises such as Alberti's and even
less with artist handbooks such as Cennini's.2 3 The goal
of 'Abdi Beg was to enhance the glory of his patron
through the description of the shah's artistic achieve-
ments for a learned audience; it was not intended to
be used by artists as a canonical mode d'emploi. 'Abdi
Beg's poem only strengthens the link between callig-
raphy and painting, and beyond this link, it stresses
the ideographic character of painting, as other poets,
such as Nizami and Khwandamir, had done before.2 4

Nevertheless, it seems quite obvious that there was
a new development in the modular construction of
the page. From at least the end of the fourteenth

century, when nasta'ltq was invented, the relationship
between calligraphy and painting was given an empha-
sis hitherto almost unknown. Nasta'liq, more than
naskhf, requires ruling (mastar) on the page. Amaz-
ingly, when looking at the pages of the Dvrdn of
Khwaju Kirmani, probably copied by Mir 'Ali Tabrizi
in 1396 (British Library, ms. Add. 18.113), the com-
position of the illustrations closely follows the lines
of the mastar, this mastar includes not only the hori-
zontal lines for calligraphy, but also vertical lines for
the columns of a poem, and perhaps also some ob-
lique ones.

Still earlier, some pages from the so-called Demotte
Shihndma (ca. 1330) display apparently unprecedented
compositions based on the mastar. Among these pages,
the ones depicting the coronation and the bier of
Iskandar are certainly worth noting.2 5 These paintings
closely follow the horizontal and vertical lines of the
mastar; moreover, the rectangle in which the corona-
tion is set is an example of the use of the Golden
Section.2 6 Again, is it really surprising when Dust
Muhammad says of the not-so-far-off epoch of Ustad
Ahmad Musa that the latter "invented the kind of
painting which is current at the present time"? Could
this mean that it was not merely the style of painting
that could be called "classical", but also the whole
notion of the composition of the manuscript that
appeared at this time?

The modular composition of the page that includes
both calligraphy and painting lends unity to both the
page and the manuscript. The repetition of a form
or a measure is used as a kind of discourse. As al-Farabi
wrote, "The sides of the square and the segment of a
circle serve as the measuring instrument in architec-
ture ... and are analogous to the syllogism in logic,
the strophe in poetry."27 From this unity arises the no-
tion of harmony and, more precisely, "the harmony
of the parts and of the whole," one of the basic prin-
ciples of aesthetics. Unfortunately, this assessment-
especially applied to painting and bookmaking-is not
clearly expressed in any Persian text. It seems more
a consideration a posteriori, although, according to
Golombek and Wilber, "this theme may be what Ibn
Rushd had in mind when he said that in every work
of art is an idea which predetermines the measure-
ments and form of all of the parts." 28

In Persian manuscripts, the text is almost always
placed inside (or around) the illustration, a practice
that often distinguishes Persian "classical" painting
from most of the late Safavid, as well as Indian and
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Ottoman, works in which a page can be absolutely
devoid of text.2 This suggests that the visual language
adopted by the Persians was closely linked to their
cultural background.

Another interesting point is how the painters sign
their names. The most frequent formula, if one is used,
is 'amala (done by), though others, such as raqama (the
cipher), also appear, mainly at a later date; even kataba
(written by) was used much earlier by painters like
Abu Zayd on mznd'z or luster ceramics.3 0 These for-
mulas are the same as the ones used by calligraphers;
they show again the close link between calligraphy and
painting.

Finally, we should emphasize that the close relation
between calligraphy and painting also reflects collec-
tive work achieved in the royal workshop (kitdbkhna).
The upkeep of a kitabkhana was an expression of power
in the Persian courts, at least after the Ilkhanid pe-
riod, if not before. The collaboration of a working
team was certainly not a matter of choice; the very few
documents that are known to us on the organization
of the workshops leave little doubt that no indepen-
dent initiative was allowed.3 ' It was probably the head
calligrapher who decided the illustrative program of
an epic, with the approval of the patron, in order to
leave room for the illustrations. In a few cases, paint-
ers such as Bihzad also included calligraphies of their
own in the illustrations.

It is certainly possible to find further examples of
the relation between calligraphy and images (that is,
painting and drawing), such as the animated style of
calligraphy found in metalwork from the twelfth and
thirteenth century, or the comparison of letters of the
alphabet with figures. It is not uncommon to find such
comparisons in calligraphic treatises, such as Sayrafi
Sha'ir's Gulzdr-i sara, in which all the letters are com-
pared to some form, as for instance: "The niin is a
basin, and its dot is a fountain." 3 2 We could also add
that the nasta'liq style made its appearance at the same
time as the Hurufi sect, which attributed to letters
some hidden and Gnostic meanings. 3

SADIQI'S QANUN: MEANING VERSUS FORM

To the present day, the only known Persian techni-
cal treatise devoted entirely to painting and in any way
comparable to Cennini's handbook is Sadiqi Beg
Afshar's Qdniin al-suvar (1597). Its title, "The Canon
of Forms," seems to have been inspired by Avicenna's
Qanfnfi al-tibb, and therefore sounds very promising.

Compared with some of the major European treatises,
however, one must admit disappointment. Its contents
are as follows: introduction (1-35) ;34 on the compo-
sition of the treatise (36-51); advice to pupils (52-
60); characteristics of painting and tying the brush
(61-71); how to hold the brush (72-74); [on deco-
rative painting] (75-85); on the mixing of colors (86-
87); On the shustamin3 5 (88-95); gold and silver so-
lutions (96-109); on the art of portraiture (110-12);
on drawing animals (113-26); on oil colors (127-35);
on jasmi (opaque) colors (136-44); on silver coating
(145-49); on making colors (150-63); on white lead
and lead oxide (164-77); on verdigris (178-81); on
cinnabar (182-85); on ruby red (186-91); [on
rawghan-i kamen] (192-205). Although the order of
the contents appears somewhat confused, the subjects
discussed fall into four categories: theory and advice
(1-60), on tying the brush and holding it (61-74),
sorts of painting and drawing (75-85; 110-26); and
color-making for both watercolor and oils, including
varnish (86-109; 127-205).

The question that arises from reading Sadiqi's Ca-
non is, what is really canonical about it ? At the very
beginning, Sadiqi tells us his goal: "Let me be the one
who looks for meaning on the face of painting"
(shavam ma'n-talab az ry-i sirat [12b]). Later on, he
adds, "I have searched for so long in the path of form
/ That I've changed my way from the form to the
meaning" (32).36 When Sadiqi speaks of the art of his
master, he says, "He could see beyond the rules of sight
... / with a single hair he painted both worlds" (21b-
22b). On the subject of portraiture, he declares: "No
one will ever be free from error, / Not even Mani or
Bihzad" (111). Of animal painting, he writes, '"You
have to be far from the likeness of the animals" (121);
and he goes on, "Repetition, even if it seems magical,
would be monotonous [compared] with nature" (125).
These statements show that the task of the painter is
not to copy nature but to go beyond it to reach the
world of ideas. This is also the reason why the pro-
portions of the human body are not to be taken into
consideration by the painter.

At almost the same time in Mughal India, Abu '1-
Fazl wrote these words about painting:

What we call form (suvar) leads us to recognize a body;
the body itself leads us to what we call a notion, an idea
(ma'nz). Thus on seeing the form of a letter, we recog-
nize the letter, and this again will lead us to some idea.
It is similar in the case of what people'term a picture.3 7
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What is expressed in these lines is not far from the
definition of art given by Ibn Rushd in his commentary
on Aristotle's Metaphysics, "Art is nothing but the form
of the thing produced by art, and this form resides
in the soul of the artist; it is this idea which is the
principle for the form produced by art in the matter."38

This notion was present in Persian literature well
before Safavid times, as, for instance, in Nizami's
description of the skill of Shapur, the painter of
Khusraw and Shirfn, when the poet wrote, "The image
came out of his imagination without the help of the
brush."3 9 This means, of course, that according to
Nizami the image exists even before it is drawn on
the paper! 4 0

The duality between srat (form) and ma'ni (mean-
ing) can be related to the Sufi notion of zahir, "the
exterior" and batin, "the interior,' 4 as well as to the
Zoroastrian complementary opposition between mno6k
and ggtik. Every creature has a double nature: gtik,
the terrestrial, opaque, heavy one, and mgn6k, the
ethereal, transparent, subtle one.4 2 We could thus have
a survival of a Mazdean notion in Islamic Iran. This
would explain why Sadiqi's master can "see beyond
the rules of sight," and also why the Persian painters
do not try to reproduce nature and do not show shad-
ows, but a bright, pure, luminous world, beyond the
reach of terrestrial sight. This would also explain why
the human body is painted flat, almost transparent,
without the forms of muscles, while dvs are shown
with heavy bodies, with muscles, hair, and genitalia.4 3

Finally, this apparent antinomy between form and
meaning could also well be expressed in the theory
of the two qalams: painting, like calligraphy, carries a
meaning, an idea, an ideogram in the same way that
Persian painting does not try to reproduce a model
from nature but to represent an archetype; the logo-
gram representing the Achaemenian king in royal in-
scriptions was usually not his proper name but his title,
which was sufficient for his identification.4 4 As Alberto
Manguel writes, "This notion, that we are capable of
reading before we can actually read, . . . harks back
to Platonic ideas of knowledge existing within us be-
fore the thing is perceived."4 5

Of course, it would be interesting to show what the
relations, if any, are between the Old Iranian and Zo-
roastrian notions of the duality of beings and their
ideographic representation and the Platonic idea. If
these relations seem at the moment somewhat diffi-
cult to prove, at least we can assume that the Iranian

world in the classical Islamic period was receptive to
Hellenistic philosophy.

THE "SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF PAINTING" AND
THE TERMINOLOGY OF BOOKMAKING

The subordination of painting to calligraphy needs
to be carried no further. However, parallel to the
theory of the two qalams, the "seven principles of
painting" also developed in Safavid times. The earliest
reference to these "seven principles" seems to have
been made by Qutb al-Din Qissakhvan in 1557: "As
in calligraphy, which has six styles, in this technique
[i.e., painting] seven "styles" are to be found: islamf,
khata'i, farangz, fassal, abr, dq, girih. "46 Once again,
we have what appears to be a simiesque reference to
the six styles of classic Arabic calligraphy.4 7 In 1559,
in his Rawzat al-sifat, 'Abdi Beg referred to "seven
principles of painting" without naming them:

Naqsh bi haft asl dar ut fasl u vasl / hamchu sipihrtst dar t
haft asl

Rawnaq-i islami-i islamiyan / karda khathad-i farange
'ayytn. 48

Painting has seven principles; / it is like the sky, which
has seven spheres,

The Islamic brightness of the Muslims / has made
manifest the faults of the Franks.

The lines contain an untranslatable pun: islamf means
both "Islamic," and "arabesque"; kha'ta can mean both
"a fault," and "China"; and farangi is the word for the
Franks, but could perhaps also mean one of the seven
principles.

We know that Qutb al-Din borrowed some lines
from 'Abdi Beg's Ayin-i Iskandar, so the seven prin-
ciples could have been 'Abdi Beg's invention as well.
The list given by Sadiqi is slightly different: islimz,
khata'z, abr, vq, nlffar, farangz, band-i rimi.4 9 Qadi
Ahmad gives almost the same list as Qutb al-Din-
islami, khata'z, farangi, fassal, abr, vaq, girh--which he
quotes without mentioning him. 50 The first reference
to islzmz in the written sources is probably in the 'Arza-
dasht of ca. 1427-28, in connection with bookbinding.5 '
Dust Muhammad attributes its invention to 'Ali b. Abi
Talib, who was also the inventor of painting and illu-
mination.5 2 However, the identification of islzmz with
an "Islamic" design invented by 'Ali b. Abi Talib and
khata'i with "faulty" or "Chinese" needs to be treated
with caution. The poet Umidi (d. 1519 or 1523) com-
posed this satirical verse after the battle of Chaldiran
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between Selim the Grim and Shah Isma'il in 1514:

Qazi' dar kdrgdh-i kibrZi'Z /fikanda arh-i isltmi khata'Z.53

We know that the victory went to Selim and that the
pen name of Shah Isma'il was khata'i. This verse could
thus be translated, "Destiny in the divine workshop
/ has thrown the design of islzm/Selim on khata'i/Shah
Isma'il."

Without entering into yet another discussion of the
terminology and variations of these seven principles,
certain points need to be made.5 4 First, these seven
principles of painting only concern decorative paint-
ing and not animate figures.5 5 Although their date of
appearance is still uncertain, it is late, so they do not
seem very important to the whole body of painting
production. Furthermore, imitating the six styles of
calligraphy was limited to non-figurative painting,
which seems somewhat absurd in the framework of
an attempt to "Islamize" painting.

Second, it is not clear whether these principles deal
only with painting stricto sensu or whether other op-
erations involved in the making of books could be in-
cluded. The two operations that come to mind would
be abrz and fassalh, if we understand them to mean re-
spectively "marbled paper" and "the setting of mar-
gins." The question would then be, why mention these
two techniques and not others such as zar-afshan (gold
flecking) and the 'aks (stencil) that are also commonly
used for setting margins?

No references to mural painting are made in
Sadiqi's Qanin. All the operations described by the
author seem to deal with book painting and bookmak-
ing. However, the term gira-bandi is used in connec-
tion with the tile decoration of the Bam-i Bihisht
madrasa in Mandu, built in 1442;5 6 later on, rumz, abri,
and khata'i appear in documents dated 1591 and 1592
concerning Iznik tiles;67 and band-ifarangf and girih-i
rfimz are mentioned by Muhammad Salih in his de-
scription of the royal hammam in Shahjahanabad, 5 8

suggesting that the seven principles of painting were
not limited to bookmaking.

In Anand Ram Mukhlis's Mir'at al-istildh, the defi-
nition of isltmt-kha't'i (used as a doublet) is "the lines
traced around paintings that people call band-i rmz. "59
It is clear from this definition that the seven principles
had by then lost their original meaning as principles
of painting, if they ever really had it.

To conclude, many questions spring to mind when it

comes to the use that can be made of Persian litera-
ture on the arts. Apart from technical or biographi-
cal treatises, such as Sadiqi's Qanin or Qadi Ahmad's
Gulistan-i hunar, some texts such as 'Abdi Beg's ap-
pear to be part of a rhetorical-and often ekphrastic-
genre that happened to be in vogue during the six-
teenth century. However, in spite of the difference of
literary genres, these three authors share a common
tradition: Sadiqi's Qanin, for instance, is versified in
the same meter (hazaj) as Nizami's Khusraw and ShZrn.
As for Qadi Ahmad, the borrowings from 'Abdi Beg
are significant enough to verify his importance. It is
certainly not a coincidence that most of the Persian
literature on painting appeared in this period (end
of the fifteenth to the end of the sixteenth century)
and almost disappeared afterward. Indeed, the
Timurid period was marked, according to Maria E.
Subtelny, by "a self-consciousness of taste for techni-
cal refinement.... This self-consciousness found ex-
pression in the codification of many areas of the arts."60

The early Safavid period continued this movement,
and probably amplified it, particularly in the domain
of painting. It should be remembered that some au-
thors, such as Khwandamir, began their career with
the Timurids and continued it under the patronage
of the Safavids (or the Mughals). It would also be
tempting to compare this Persian theorizing literature
with what was being produced in Italy at almost the
same time.6"

The Safavid period, and in particular the long reign
of Shah Tahmasp (1524-76), was the time not only
for the making of the modern state, framed against
the two great powers the Ottomans and the Mughals,
but also for the codification of an artistic language
and for collecting in albums samples of past glory. The
most significant-although not the only-of these is,
of course, Bahram Mirza's album compiled by Dust
Muhammad. 'Abdi Beg's poems could also be inter-
preted as a manifestation or reflection of a specific
national cultural identity, which probably fits into the
general politics of Safavid rule.

The second half of the reign of Shah Tahmasp, es-
pecially after the treaty of Amasya of 1555, was a pe-
riod of peace. According to some authors it was
marked by the shah's repentence (tawba) for indul-
ging in prohibited practices and in particular by what
has been regarded as his progressive lack of interest
in painting. However, this apparent loss of interest-
mentioned by authors such as Qadi Ahmad62 -- has to
be treated with caution. Qubt al-Din Qissakhvan writes
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in 1556-that is, a year after Shah Tahmasp's tawba-
that the shah continued to have an interest in paint-
ing and calligraphy." As Chahryar Adle pointed out,
a loss of interest would have included calligraphers
as well.64 Some historians mention the miserliness of
the shah: Hasan Beg Rumlu claims that he did not
pay his army for fourteen years.65 At that time-from
ca. 1546 to ca. 1558-he was occupied with building
his palaces at Qazvin,66 which he had decorated with
murals, some of which remain to this day. 67 In short,
the study of Shah Tahmasp's reign certainly calls for
reassessment; undoubtedly it was a period extremely
favorable to the arts, and encouraged the production
of poetic descriptions of artistic achievements.

The political and economic situation of the Safavid
kingdom changed drastically after the death of Shah
Tahmasp in 1576. After the troubled reigns of
Isma'il II and Muhammad Khudabanda, Shah 'Abbas
restored royal prestige, but amazingly neither Sadiqi's
Qnfin nor Qadi Ahmad's Gulistan-i hunar is dedicated
to him. Thus, these two main sources for the history
of painting in the second half of the sixteenth cen-
tury appear as reminders of the glory of a fading
golden age.

Beyond the question of theoretical texts and ter-
minology, another problem to be faced here is the
reliability or the capacity of the written sources to ela-
borate what we would like to see as a theory of Ira-
nian aesthetics. The relation between calligraphy and
painting is well established in parallel with the ideo-
graphic nature of painting; this phenomenon seems
to stress a topos in artistic production that could be
compared with the relationship between poetry and
painting in Western literature. 6 8 However, its didac-
tic dimension does not seem to be clearly applied to
Persian painting in any text. On the contrary, it seems
to have arisen from a "national" consensus that could
well have had its roots deep in Iranian culture, prob-
ably since pre-Islamic times. Moreover, one has to be
very cautious when drawing parallels between theo-
retical and rhetorical discourse and the practice of
painting itself. When we read Sadiqi's treatise, for ex-
ample, a striking feature is the inner contradiction of
his discourse, let alone his practice. Thus he writes
about his master Muzaffar 'Ali: "When he wanted to
draw the portrait of someone, he made it in such a
way that you would have said it was the original model.
You could not find anyone who could tell the differ-
ence [between the actual person and the portrait] were
it not that [the latter] cannot move or rise up." 69 Of

course we cannot take Sadiqi's assessment literally, but
the contradiction between theory or rhetoric and
practice is not solely the preserve of the Persians. The
French painter Antoine Gros (1777-1835) considered
himself a follower of David's neoclassicism, but was
at the same time regarded by some critics, much to
his displeasure, as one of the first Romantic painters;7 0

eventually he committed suicide. The discourse and
practice of Ingres (1780-1867), too, were permanently
in conflict." Another interesting parallel could be
drawn between the Indian aesthetic theories (Bharata,
Abhinavagupta) and their practical counterparts.7 2

It seems obvious that a "good" painter, like a good
poet or a musician, distinguishes himself by his capa-
city to improvise within a general framework that has
its own rules, written or unwritten. One has to bear
in mind that a majority of their potential readers or
viewers knew by heart most of the epics that were il-
lustrated. In some cases, the princes for whom they
were made may not even have been literate (as is said
about Akbar, for instance). The artist's personal touch
is achieved by the use of hitherto unknown or unex-
pected details, as is ornament in music. As Alberti
wrote about Demetrius, "What pleases is not only to
give the likeness of all the elements, but to add beauty
to them."7 3 On this point, painting can easily be com-
pared with Persian classical poetry. C.-H. de Fouch&
cour has shown brilliantly how the Persian poet de-
scribes nature not merely by what he sees, but accord-
ing to rules (rhetorical, as well as poetic). Thus Per-
sian poetry does not show nature as it is, but accord-
ing to an artificial or formal vision which is often far
from reality, and for which a limited number of words
are used.7 4 He adds, "Since the 11th century, we can
see nature described by poets without emptiness, with-
out shadows and without depth, as it will be later in
miniature painting,"75 a statement that seems as good
an example as any of a global Persian aesthetic sys-
tem.

These lines do not attempt to provide many answers,
and the problem of establishing an aesthetic theory
for the Persian classical world seems far from solved.
However, three different levels-theory, rhetoric and
practice-seem to be distinguishable. Theory-that
is, rules establishing the ratios of harmony and the
definition of beauty-would not necessarily be clearly
formulated, but would find their echo in poetry (rheto-
ric) and painting (practice). Moreover, as in music,
where the mode imposes the framework for improvi-
sation, or in poetry, where the expected rhyme or radif
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has to create surprise, the painter has a relatively lim-
ited range for innovation. Naturally, this thin margin
of freedom or transgression cannot be written down,
and it is probably here that a painter can show his
genius.

Universite de Provence
Aix-en-Provence, France

NOTES

1. This kind of poetic comparison (this one is my own inven-
tion) in which the letter is compared to a form or object
occurs in calligraphic treatises; see below, Sayrafi Sha'ir's
Gulzar-i safa.

2. For other examples in the Koran, see sura 96: 2-3: "Read:
in the name of your very generous Lord, who has taught
by the pen." On the relations between calligraphy and reli-
gion, see also Annemarie Schimmel, Calligraphy and Islamic
Culture (New York, 1984).

3. On the question of the hadith, see D. van Reenen, "The
Bilderverbot, a New Survey," in Der Islam 67, 2 (1990): 27-
77. On the licitness of painting, see also ChristophJ. Bfirgel,
The Feather of Simurgh: The "Licit Magic" of the Arts in Medi-
eval Islam (New York, 1988), esp. chaps. 5-6.

4. As in Oleg Grabar's papers, "Toward an Aesthetic of Per-
sian Painting," in The Art of Interpreting: Papers in Art History,
ed. S. C. Scott (University Park, Pa., 1995), pp. 129-39, and
"Persian Miniatures: Illustrations or Paintings," in The Per-
sian Presence in the Islamic World, ed. R. G. Hovannisian and
G. Sabagh (Cambridge, 1998), pp. 199-217, I am defining
the chronological limits of the classical period as ca. 1370-
ca. 1650.

5. Persian text ed. by A. Suhayli-Khvansari, Gulistan-i hunar
(Tehran, 1973), trans. V. Minorsky, Calligraphers and Paint-
ers (Washington, D.C., 1959). Vladimir Minorsky's English
translation, from a Russian version by T. Minorsky, was based
on earlier work by B. N. Zakhoder and C. Clara Edwards.
The autograph copy of this fundamental text, preserved in
the Salar Jung Library, Haydarabad, is entitled by the au-
thor Tazktra-i khushnivisan va naqqashdn. On the two versions
of Qadi Ahmad's text (1596 and 1606), see Yves Porter,
"Notes sur le Golestdn-e honar de Qazi Ahmad Qomi," Studia
Iranica 17, 2 (1988): 207-23. As I noted in this article, the
technical appendix in the conclusion to the second version
of the Gulistan-i hunar (Minorsky trans., pp. 195-201) is a
collection of texts of various origins, the oldest being an
extract of Tiflisi's Bayan al-sana'at (twelfth century).

6. Muhammad Taqi Danish-Pazhuh, "Rang-sazi dar kaghaz va
rang zada'i az aIn," Hunar u mardum 86-87 (2536/1977): 16-
36.

7. Chahryar Adle was probably the first to use the term; see
"Recherche sur le module et le trace correcteur dans la min-
iature orientale, I: La mise en evidence partir d'un
exemple," Le monde iranien et 'lslam 3 (1973): 81-105 (at
that time Adle did not know that these lines were borrowed
from 'Abdi Beg).

8. 'Abdi Beg Shirazi, Ayin-i Iskandart, ed. A. Rahimof (Moscow,
1977), pp. 102-7.

9. First translated into English by Dickson in M. B. Dickson
and S. C. Welch, The Houghton Shahnameh, 2 vols. (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1981), 1: 259-70. This translation seemed to
me to be rather too inventive so I have here replaced it with
my own, based on the edition in Yves Porter, Painters, Paint-
ings, and Books: An Essay on Indo-Persian Technical Literature,
12th-19th Centuries, trans. S. Butani (New Delhi, 1994), pp.
202-11.

10. For a general survey of the subject, seeJulius von Schlosser,
Die Kunstliteratur (Vienna, 1924) I would like to thank my
colleague Catherine Chkdeau for helping me through the
maze of European Renaissance literature.

11. Some references to theoretical literature can be found on
the subjects of poetry, music (Farabi, Jami, Maraghi), and
even-although in a general context of geometry-archi-
tecture. For the latter, see Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid Kashani,
Miftdh al-hisab (1427); of special interest is the study of
H. Laleh, "A propos du trait6 d'architecture de Qiy5s al-Din
Jamshid Kashani," in Proceedings of the Second European Con-
ference of Iranian Studies, Bamberg, ed. Bert Fragner, C. Fragner,
and G. Gnoli (Rome, 1995), pp. 391-400. See also al-Buzjani,
Kitdbfmda yaktaju ilayhi al-sani' min a'mal al-handasa (About
that which the artisan needs to know of geometric construc-
tions); on this text, see Gfilru Necipoglu, The Topkapi Scroll:
Geometry and Ornament in Islamic Architecture. Topkapi Palace
Museum Library MS H. 1956 (Santa Monica, Calif., 1995),
pp. 131-81.

12. On this question applied to architecture, see Lisa Golombek
and Donald Wilber, The Timurid Architecture of Iran and Turan,
2 vols. (Princeton, 1988), 1:140-41.

13. Certainly the illustrative program of some princely manu-
scripts reflected a specific order by its patron. An interest-
ing example is given by the interpretation of the illustra-
tions from the Demotte Shahnama made by Abolala Soudavar,
"The Saga of Aba-Sa'id Bahador Khan. The Abfi-Sa'dnam,"
in The Court of the I-khans 1290-1340, ed. Julian Raby and
Teresa Fitzherbert, Oxford Studies in Islamic Art 12 (Ox-
ford, 1996), pp. 95-218.

14. For a translation of Dust Muhammad's text, see W. M.
Thackston, A Century of Princes:. Sources on Timurid History
and Art (Cambridge Mass., 1989), pp. 335-50.

15. Persian text edited by H. Khadivjam, "Risala-i dar tarikh-i
khatt u naqqashi," in Sukhan 17, nos. 6-7 (Tehran, 1346/
1967): 666-76.

16. See Priscilla P. Soucek, "Nizfmi on Painters and Painting,"
in Islamic Art in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, ed. Richard
Ettinghausen (New York, 1972), pp. 9-21. The difference
in appreciation of Mani between Firdawsi and Nizami is worth
noting, as Soucek does (p. 10).

17. Thackston, Century of Princes, p. 361, gives a slightly differ-
ent translation.

18. 'Abdi Beg Shirazi, Ayn-i Iskandarf, ed. A. Rahimof (Moscow,
1977), pp. 102-7.

19. See Chahryar Adle, "Autopsia in absentia: Sur la date de
l'introduction et de la constitution de l'Album de Bahram
MirzA par Dust-Mohammad en 951/1544," in Studia Iranica
19, 2 (1990): pl. XII.

20. 'Abdi Beg Shirazi Navidi (1515-80) composed a Khamsa in
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praise of the royal gardens and palaces at the request of Shah
Tahmasp; the contents are Rawzat al-siiat, Dawhat al-azhar,
Jannat al-athmdr, Zinat al-awraq, and Sahifat al-akhlds. The
poem Dawhat al-azhar is entirely devoted to the description
of the paintings in the palace of Chihil Sutun in Qazvin.
See E. Echraghi, "Description contemporaine des peintures
murales disparues des palais de Shah Tahmasp t5 Qazvin,"
in Art et socitd dans le monde iranien, ed. Ch. Adle (Paris, 1982),
pp. 117-26. A more recent view is Paul E. Losensky, "The
Palace of Praise and the Melons of Time: Patterns of
Ekphrasis in Jannat-i 'Adn, " in Third Safavid Roundtable,
Edinburgh, August 1998 (to appear).

21. Meter: mutaqarib; translated by Minorsky, Calligraphers and
Painters, pp. 49-50.

22. See, for instance, Chahryar Adle, "Recherche sur le module
et le trac6 correcteur"; idem, "Les artistes nommes Dust-
Mohammad au XVIe siecle," in Studia Iranica 22, 2 (1993):
esp. 240. See also A. S. Melikian-Chirvani, "L'ecriture et l'art
dans les pays de l'Islam," in Discours, criture et socieit dans le
monde islamique contemporain. Actes du Colloque tenu au Collage
de France, 4-5 fvrier 1977 (Paris, 1982), pp. 184-85.

23. Alberti was the leading figure of theoretical literature in the
Italian Renaissance. His De Pictura (1435) is considered one
of the major works on the theory of painting. Cennino
Cennini's II Libro dell'Arte (before 1437) is certainly the best
example of an Italian Quattrocento artist's handbook.

24. On the "ideographic" character of painting in Persian lit-
erature, see Y. Porter, "La forme et le sens. A propos du
portrait dans la litterature persane classique," in Pand-o
Sokhan. Milanges offerts Charles-Henri de Fouchicour, ed. C.
Balay, C. Kappler, and Z. Vesel (Tehran, 1995), pp. 219-
31. For Khwandamir, see also M. M. Qazvini and L. Bouvat,
"Deux documents inedits relatifs a Behzad," Revue du Monde
musulman 26 (March, 1914), in particular the preface to the
muraqqa' offered to Bihzad (undated, early 16th c.); Persian
text pp. 155-58: "He has drawn without colors or qalam,
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suddenly some moon-faced beauty appears .... " "The eyes
rejoice at the form of writing, but meanwhile the heart can-
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the light to the pupil of the eye."

25. "The Coronation." Paris, Muse du Louvre, INV. no. 7096,
Legs Marteau, 1916; reproduced in Oleg Grabar and Sheila
S. Blair, Epic Images and Contemporary History: The Illustrations
of the Great Mongol Shahnama (Chicago, 1980), pp. 112-13.
"The Bier," Washington, D.C., Freer Gallery of Art, no. 38.3;
reproduced in ibid., pp. 134-35.
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27. Quoted from Golombek and Wilber, Timurid Architecture, 1:
214.

28. Ibid., p. 215.
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in Iran and Anatolia, ed. Robert Hillenbrand (Costa Mesa,
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the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (C. 162-1977),
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31. See, for instance, the 'Arzaddsht written byJa'far Tabrizi, the
head calligrapher of Baysunghur Mirza's library, trans.
Thackston, Century of Princes, pp. 323-27. See also the so-
called Decree of Bihzad written by Khwandamir, ca. 1522,
ed. by Qazvini and Bouvat, "Deux documents inedits relatifs
5a Behzad," pp. 152-54 and 159-61. On the date of this docu-
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aus Iran 23 (1990): 261-72.

32. Sayrafi Sha'ir, Gulzar-i safa (1543-44), ed. M. T. Danish-
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43, v. 390.
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